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PRESS RELEASE

Artrust inaugurates its exhibition
activity by bringing Gen Paul’s
art in Switzerland
Retrospective of an expressionist from Montmartre
18th October to the 3rd November 2013

Starting from the 18th October to the 3rd November 2013, Artrust, the Art Company based in Melano (via Pedemonte di
sopra 1), inaugurates its activities by hosting the great French Expressionism with the exhibition "Gen Paul, retrospective
of an expressionist from Montmartre", dedicated to Gen Paul, one of the leading precursor of the American Action
Painting.
The retrospective opens a series of art exhibitions organized by the company, which was born from the experience of Arvi,
a company that for over fifteen years has been collecting art and antiques.
Artrust, in occasion of its exhibition activity’s inauguration, brings in Switzerland the artistic production of Gen Paul
(1895-1975), which is - according to La Gazette de l’Hôtel Drouot - " undoubtedly the best expressionist artist, and perhaps
the only one, in the French tradition ".
The exhibition "Gen Paul, retrospective of an expressionist from Montmartre" offers 101 works, exhibited through an interactive path that will lead the public into the rue of Montmartre. The retrospective touches the four phases of Gen’s artistic journey,
marked by recurrent subjects such as musicians, clowns, Parisian views, urban landscapes and horses transferred on canvas
in a swirling dynamism by the expressionist pathos. Incisive and nervous brushstrokes that prompted the critics to recognize in
Gen Paul a precursor of the American Action Painting.
The event is curated by Patrizia Cattaneo Moresi, CEO of Artrust, the Art Company born from many years of Arvi’s
collections, which today boasts important artists, among which Picasso, Dalí, Giacometti, Miró, Le Corbusier, Segantini,
Pissaro, Modigliani, Matisse, Fountain, Tinguely and Werefkin, as well as national artists of the caliber of Albert Müller, Paul
Camenisch and Hermann Scherer.
"We are very happy to inaugurate the exhibition’s activity in Switzerland, bringing the art of such an artist: Gen Paul’s exhibition is a unique opportunity for art lovers and collectors" says Patrizia Cattaneo Moresi, adding "we are also already
planning other high-profile events: François Gall and his romantic masterpieces."
As well as providing a valuable opportunity for cultural enrichment thanks to the interventions of the Italian and French art
critics, the retrospective is a real interactive experience: the exhibition spaces of Via Pedemonte 1 will literally become a
"section" of Montmartre. Moreover, through the jazz atmosphere of '20s - '50 Paris, guests will be lowered in the world and
in the study of Gen Paul.
The works will be exhibited from the 18th October until the 3rd November at the following hours:
Every day from 10.00 to 18.00, free entrance.
There will also be a critical catalog, conceived to appreciate the personality and the works of the artist.
ARTRUST is the sister company to Arvi, trading in fine art and antiques. It started its collection 10 years ago, when Arvi was exclusively concentrated on wine. Initially, all
the pieces of art were related to the world of wine, however, in time the ARTRUST collection grew into what is today - an important and beautiful selection of art and
antiques. ARTRUST mainly focuses on Swiss fine art, particularly on artists from Ticino as well as on those from the famous Swiss Expressionism movement “Rot-Blau”,
including Albert Müller, Paul Camenisch and Hermann Scherer. Among the most famous artists represented in the collection, we can list: Picasso, Dalí, Giacometti, Miró,
Le Corbusier, Segantini, Pissaro, Modigliani, Matisse, Fontana, Tinguely and Werefkin. Along with fine art, ARTRUST also offers a vast choice of silver pieces such as
tastevins, tea and coffee sets, funnels, decanters, corkscrews and champagne buckets, all representing different times and styles. Watch lovers will also find rare pieces,
from pocket watches to wrist watches that have been produced by some of the most famous Swiss watchmakers.

